German Open 2021
Open Paragliding Championship CIVL-Cat. 2
Levico Terme Panarotta /Italy

Local Regulations
Hosting organization:

German Hanggliding Association - DHV
Am Hoffeld 4
83703 Gmund am Tegernsee

Organizer:

Ligaausschuss Deutsche Gleitschirmliga, Daniel Perger

Meeting Director:

Harry Buntz

Head of jury:

According to DHV – Competition regulations 2021

Date of competition:

02.07. – 09.07.2021

HQ:

Camping Village Lago Levico

Inscription/ Time schedule:

02.07.21 17:00–20:00, Local Registration at HQ
03.07.21 08:30 Mandatory Opening briefing / 1st task
05.07.21 19:00 Pilots Dinner
09.07.21 last task, price giving ceremony

Competition rules:

Local Regulations
DHV- Competition regulations 2021
FAI Section 7

Personal and technical requirements:

All pilots must hold a valid pilot license and a FAI sporting
license.

Liability:

All pilots fly on their own risk and responsibility. Claims
against the hosting organization, the organizers, the meeting
director and the staff are excluded independently of
negligence – see Liability disclaimer for DHV Competitions.

Participants:

International and German pilots with similar ranking according
to DHV competition regulations (max.110 pilots).
60 places are reserved for the German League, International
pilots will be selected according to their current WPRS
ranking.

Scoring:

Scoring will be done with TBS (Time Based Scoring)
German Open Overall, Sports Class (up to EN-D, no 2-Liner
EN-D), Ladies

Online Registration:

www.dhv.de

Entry fee:

230€ ,after the pilot has been selected and been notified
via email. 30€ may not be refundable in case of
cancellation of the event by the organizer. If a pilot
cancels the participation there will be no refund in
general. The competition is valid even if there has only
been one task.

Bank account:

Bank: Kreissparkasse Miesbach-Tegernsee - Germany
BIC: BYLADEM1MIB
IBAN: DE15711525700620080655
Owner: Deutscher Hängegleiterverband
Codeword: German Open 21 GS - Name of the pilot

Information:

Info auf www.dhv.de.
Tel: +49 (0) 8022 96750
sport@dhvmail.de

Documentation:

GPS - track log with altitude recording. The organizer
provides cables for track-download for the following GPS and
flight recorders: MLR, Garmin, Renschler, TopNavigator/XCT, Compeo, and Competino. The pilot should
bring their own cable for all other GPS/flight recorders, which
are compatible with standard software (MaxPunkte,
GPSdump) or CompeGPS.

Livetracker:

are provided by the organizer (Flymaster)

Transportation / retrieval:

The organizer provides transport to take-off and retrieval
along the main roads according to the day’s task by buses
and vans. This service is included in the entry fee.
Coordination will be done through Whatsapp.

Accommodation:

Online Inquiry

https://www.dhv.de/piloteninfos/wettbewerb-sport/gleitschirm-szene/liveberichte/german-open-levico-terme-2021/

Liability disclaimer for DHV Competitions
Participant’s declaration

...................................................................................................................................................................
Last name
First name
I declare the following with regard to participation in competitions organized by the DHV. This
declaration in no way limits the responsibilities of the competition organizers.
1. The Risks
I the undersigned, am informed of, and fully understand the risks involved in competition flying: e.g.
factors leading to a crash either during training sessions or the actual competition. I agree that
success in flying competitions is often connected with increased risks, in particular that I may have to
push myself to my own physical limits. I know and appreciate that partaking in flying competitions can
set my health or even my life at risk.
These risks are present for all competition participants or trainees, particularly due to environmental
and atmospheric factors, technical equipment and natural or man-made obstructions. I agree that not
all sequences of events are predictable or controllable, and therefore may not be avoidable or averted
through preventative safety measures.
2. Risk taking
I must judge for myself if the competition or training task under the current circumstances lies within
my capabilities. I will inform the jury immediately of any obvious safety issues. By starting, I agree that
the site is suitable and usable for competition flying. I am fully responsible for the equipment I use, and
route I choose in order to complete the task.
3. Personal Liability
I agree that I may be liable for all damages, bodily or to property, incurred to third parties through my
flying activities. I agree that the organizers are in no way obliged to control or check my flying
equipment.
Furthermore I agree to inform myself about current competition regulations.
I have read and understood the above declaration.
Location

Date

Signature of participant

Declaration concerning the participant´s image licensing:
I hereby give my consent to having pictures and videos taken of myself during competitions.
These pictures and videos may be published in media owned by the DHV or the local
organizer free of charge.
This declaration my be revoked anytime. The initiator will then remove my images or videos
from the respective media where possible.
Location

Date

Signature of participant

